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Printer Driver 15.55 is released!

Users can now remain HIPAA compliant when uploading documents to a Web Server though
HTTPS/HTTP protocol with the latest release of the Black Ice Printer Driver 15.55! This is done by
uploading the document directly to the Web Server without writing the document to the local PC
disk.
Many EMR (Electronic Medical Record) & EHR (Electronic Health Record) applications use a Web
interface for HIPAA compliance so medical records are never stored on the local PC, but users
need to exchange, convert and upload documents between their different HIPAA compliant
applications.
The Black Ice Virtual Printer Driver provides a simple solution by converting the printed

document in memory and then uploads the document to the secure Web Server.
The PDF or TIFF files created by the printer driver are never written to the local disk drive and the
documents remain HIPAA compliant.
The Printer driver can be pre-configured during Installation using the MSI installer for large scale
deployment or can be configured manually after installation by selecting a HTTPS-in-Memory
profile.
The complete list of improvements in the latest Printer Driver includes the following:






Added support for the "Generate output in memory" feature to HTTP uploading (Uploading document
without writing the document to disk) (#11306)
Stability improvement for detecting administrator privileges in end user printer driver installers
(#11305)
Updated the digital signature certificate on software components
Updated eLicense.dll to version 6.04.225
o Stability improvement for registration on Korean systems (#11202)
Updated Manuals

Free Upgrades and Priority Support
Do not forget to subscribe to future releases by purchasing maintenance. With an active
maintenance subscription, you will receive all new releases for free! Priority email technical
support is also included in your subscription. For more information, call us at +1 (561)-757-4107
Extension 3, or sales@blackice.com.
As a special offer, if your maintenance subscription has expired or you did not include the
maintenance subscription in your original purchase, simply refer to this newsletter to renew or
add maintenance retroactively!
For license information, please visit our Customer License Management Portal.
*Only valid for new purchases, no upgrades or add-ons. This offer cannot be combined with any other discounts.
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